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                                 Welcome to Our December Newsletter! 
 

                     
Students are working hard this month on respecting others and being good 

friends to one another. Children are excited about the many gingerbread activities 
which include sequencing, numbers and addition, upper and lowercase letters as well 
as making gingerbread men in both cookies and on large paper. With the change in 

routine (to accomodate an early snack time for better behaviours) students are working 
daily on remembering their new routine that they enjoy. Since Christmas is coming 
closer, we are practicing lots for the Christmas concert and learning about Jesus’ 

birthday. 

Upcoming Events: 

December 1st - First Sunday of Advent 

December 12 - Christmas Concert 6:30pm 

December 13 - Gingerbread baking with buddies 

December 19 - Half Day Thursday, Christmas Party in Kindergarten 

December 20 - Half Day - No school for Kinders! 

December 21 - January 5 - Christmas Break 

January 6 - Back to School 
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Students are continuing to build on all the skills they have been learning and using from 
previous months. Children are learning how to understand story patterns and working 
on predicting what will happen next. Students are working on describing and expressing 
themselves in class when using various forms of media. Students are also continuing 
their work on the alphabet and small sight words as well as using appropriate words 
and phrases when communicating. This may look different for all students at their own 
level, practicing using your finger while reading a book or sounding out words as we do 
in class is very helpful. 

KLO: Students will begin to use language prediction skills when stories are read 
aloud. 

KLO:  Students will identify the main characters in a variety of oral, print and 
other media texts. 

 

This month students are using our classes gingerbread theme to count and add using 
pictures and manipulators.  Students will continue to work on identifying and quantifying 
numbers from 1-10 and 10 -1 going by 1 at a time. Students have worked on group 
counting with assistance up to 25 as we see how many bows/ jingle bells can fit in our 
weekly jar.   

KLO: Sort a set of objects based on a single attribute, and explain the sorting 
rule.  

KLO: Say the number sequence 1 to 10 by 1s, starting anywhere from 1 to 10 and 
from 10 to 1 

 

Students are continuing to work on safety in all things they do, 
both inside and outside the classroom. We are continuing to work 
on using simple tools in a safe and effective way as safety is a 
habit we would like to encourage year long. Students are 
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encouraged to explore events and objects within their environments at school. 
Encouraging questions, prompting for new questions/answers and in depth 
conversation is key for students this month.   

 KLO: Uses simple tools in a safe and appropriate manner. 

KLO: Explores and investigates objects and events in the environment 

As last month was our focus on groups, this month we are incorporating what brings us 
together as a group during this holiday season. Since we are becoming a close knit 
classroom, we are always working on appreciating the feelings, ideas and 
conversations of others in our classroom. We are working on understanding what a 
group is and how we can appreciate and include all others into our group(s). 

KLO: What brings people together in a group 

KLO: Appreciate feelings, ideas, stories and experiences shared by others 

 

PATHS and Physical Education are important for students to learn 
about themselves, both physically and mentally/emotionally. 
Students are developing an understanding of their skill level 
everyday in physical education classes. Children are realizing 
things they can do, things they need to work on and times when 
they need a rest or to burn off energy more. In PATHs and 
everyday teaching this month, I have put an emphasis on honesty 
from the students. This is mainly in their conversations with other 
students as we continue to work on building our friendships with 

others. Students are doing very well with honesty this far as we hope to have it 
continue year long.  

KLO: Recognizes personal abilities while participating in physical activity. 

KLO: Demonstrates awareness of honesty. 

 

 

Email: caitlin.white@ecsd.net  
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